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I'm always moving and ain't got the time
to live it up a bit and stay up all night
if you wanna meet up here's what you do
give me just a second and I'll tell you the truth
make sure that you're not easy to shock
you need a little bit but I got a lot
you're feeling itchy honey I understand
you need a man with a natural tan

let the sun hit your skin
burn it again and again now
body's boiling
I like it tight
when it feels right
is usually night time
keep it rolling

I was born whith the sun in my eyes
don't need sunlight baby I prefer night
I dig love but the way that you move
makes me wanna ditch it and get on with the groove
so how 'bout it is it feeling alright?
moving fast but the bark doesn't bite
let's grow up and kiss all night
wake up in the morning I'll get out of your sight

let the sun hit your skin
burn it again and again now
body's boiling
I like it tight
when it feels right
is usually night time
keep it rolling

oh yeah
bodies boiling (x2)

I'm always moving and ain't got the time
to live it up a bit and stay up all night
if you wanna meet up here's what you do
give me just a second and I'll tell you the truth
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make sure that you're not easy to shock
you need a little bit but I got a lot
you're feeling itchy honey I understand
you need a man with a natural tan

let the sun hit your skin
burn it again and again now
body's boiling
I like it tight
when it feels right
is usually night time
keep it rolling
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